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Key Dates
2018

All School Calendar dates now appear 
on Compass - we strongly encourage all 
parents to check for upcoming events 

through Compass, click on the Calendar 
Tab, then Public Whole School Calendar, 
you are able to view details in Week or 

Month format

Monday 28th May - Friday 1st June
Whole School Exam Week

Friday 1st  June
Report Writing Day - STUDENT FREE DAY

Friday 8th  June
Year 11 Presentation Ball

Monday 11th June
Queen’s Birthday Public Holiday

Wednesday 13th June 
GAT 

Saturday 16th - Friday 29th June 
German Sister School Visit

Sunday 24th June  - Tuesday 3rd July
Year 10 Central Australia Camp

Friday 29th June
Last Day of Term 2
2.30pm Dismissal

Monday 16th July
First Day of Term 3

Principal’s Message
Dear students, parents, guardians and community members,

What a wet and cold week!  This is another timely reminder to please check your 
child’s uniform and ensure that they have the full winter uniform.  

Our College has a strong history of involvement in intra-school sports, and we 
have achieved many great results over the years.  More importantly, we have 
always conducted ourselves with pride and integrity on the field.  School Sport 
Victoria have recently advised that some parents and students in the Casey area 
have been engaging in unsportsmanlike or anti-social behaviour at competitions.  
I’m proud to say that none of the incidents reported have involved our students 
or parents.  Nevertheless, it is timely to remind all our students and parents of 
the expectations; please refer to the Code of Conduct later in this newsletter, 
and ensure that it is adhered to.  

NAPLAN was a big feature of the week for all Year 7 and 9 students.  A massive 
thanks to the students who attempted the tests to the best of their abilities, and 
for their outstanding behaviour and concentration.  I look forward to seeing the 
growth that each student has shown in their learning, and to further reviewing 
the teaching and learning strategies that our College is applying.  End of Semester 
Examinations for all Year 8-12 students are fast approaching; please talk to your 
children about their preparation for these important assessments.

Our 2017 Annual Report has now been ratified through School Council and has 
been uploaded to our website.  Please have a look.   

To all of our parents and students who use the gymnasium for sports after hours 
and on the weekends; please be mindful of the neighbours on our southern 
boundary and keep noise to a minimum when you are leaving. 

Wishing all a lovely weekend.

Kind Regards

Keith Perry
Principal
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Admin News
Notify the school of your child’s absence 
Protecting the safety and well-being of children through the reporting and monitoring of absenteeism is the responsibility 
of both parents/carers and schools. 

Please remember to call the school on 9707 7609 student absences or log onto Compass to record your child absences 
using our school’s IT platform https://kambryacollege-vic.compass.education
early in the morning, preferably by 9am if your child is going to be away or late for school so your child’s absence can 
be recorded correctly. 

For further information on the processes and procedures our school uses to record, monitor and follow-up 
student attendance and absence please read our Attendance Policy http://www.kambryacollege.com/wp-content/
uploads/2018/05/Attendance-Policy.pdf

Entertainment Book

 
Kambrya College is fundraising with the Entertainment fundraiser this year, and we’d appreciate your continued support.
Your 2017 | 2018 Entertainment Membership is expiring on 1 June 2018. Please continue supporting our School by 
purchasing the 2018 | 2019 Entertainment Membership from us today. Hundreds of great value offers are ready for your 
enjoyment, while also helping our fundraising! 

https://www.entertainmentbook.com.au/orderbooks/181c955

School Production News
Dear Parents and Guardians

The staff and students involved in our 2018 School Production are currently looking for monetary donations from local 
businesses, our school community and Corporate Sponsors, as per below:  

• Small donations ($50 - $300) from Sponsors which will go a long way to help fund the costs for items such as 
costumes, props, set construction and materials, technical equipment and makeup. 

Any donation will help support Kambrya College Arts Department and greatly help make our show a success at Kambrya 
College!   Donations would be most helpful prior to 29th June 2018.

As a Sponsor: 
• Your business name and logo will be printed in our house program (distribution 200 x 4 performances) 
• Your business name and logo will be mentioned on our website 
• Your business name and logo will be printed in our school newsletter

Please contact the Production Fundraising Coordinator, Rose Serra via email:  serra.rosetta.r@edumail.vic.gov.au, for 
details on how you can donate to our Arts Program at Kambrya College. You can receive a business receipt for your 
donation towards our school, upon request. 

Thank you!
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Sustainability News

ET-Crew CERES Visit 
By Emma Pen and Livinia Walden 

 
On the 2nd of May, 2018, some members of Kambrya’s environmental team (ET-Crew) 

participated in an environmental workshop run by the Centre for Education and Research in 
Environmental Strategies (CERES). 

CERES is an organisation whose purpose is not to teach people how to take care of the 
environment but to pursue its core value: to encourage people to fall back in love with the 
Earth. They joined hands to improve the environment and to change people’s perspectives 
of it. CERES has a 4.5-hectare community park in Brunswick East where they have turned 

what was once a wasteland into an eco-friendly park to help people, including us, become 
more mindful and aware of how we can help our planet.  

During the workshop, we had many discussions about what we think of the environment as 
well as what others might think of it. Being part of this workshop has helped us realise that 

the main issue it is not how people act towards the environment; it actually is their 
perspective and understanding of it. Many don’t understand that caring for the 

environment isn’t just about knowing where the wastes go but actually also where they 
come from and the processes of making them. As the environmental team of Kambrya, we 
are working to change what WE see as normal; things as little as using paper unnecessarily 
or throwing away old shirts that do not seem “fashionable” anymore should not be seen as 

normal. 
The environmental team at Kambrya is very happy to see the growth in the involvement of 

students, and we would like to further encourage all of you to come to our monthly 
meetings to learn and discuss how we, as individuals and a community, can change our 
actions and widen our understanding of what resources we use. We ET-Crew strongly 

believe that we cannot do this all alone. We need you; Kambrya needs us; the environment 
needs all of us. 

 
For more information about how you can take action and improve our planet, speak with 
your sub-school environmental captains or go to the CERES website: https://ceres.org.au 

 
 

-The ET-Crew 
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Arts News
Year 9 Dance – Salsa Dance Workshop 

On Monday the 7th of May, our year 9 dance class got the 
amazing opportunity to do a salsa workshop. We were 
taught a really fun and groovy routine by Angela Fayth 
from ‘The Salsa Foundation’. She ran us through the basic 
moves of salsa and gave us a little back story of where salsa 
came from, and how she began her salsa journey. During 
the workshop, we were taught two types of salsa; partner 
dancing and solo shine. As a class we found the workshop 
really fun and easier to learn than we thought. The partner 
dancing consisted of a lead and a follow, and we exchanged 
different partners to get an idea of how everyone was 
dancing. The solo shine was a slower version of a routine 
that Angela performed at a salsa competition. She taught 
us really well and made it an enjoyable class, even for the 
people who hadn’t danced in this genre before. 
- Dayna Ponsonby, G9C

Year 10 Hip hop Workshop 

On Friday 11th May, the Year 10 Dance class had a hip hop 
workshop run by Carlo Sorono. He taught us old school 
hip hop techniques and terminology, before teaching the 
class a dance choreographed by him, incorporating all 
the techniques we learnt. He taught us the about the hip 
hop culture and the history behind it. He also challenged 
our use of dance technical and physical skills. The class 
highlight was that he got us all out of our comfort zone by 
giving us life lesson talks and inspiring us by using positive 
encouragement. We had fun and enjoyed the experience 
with him; it was an awesome learning experience and we 
would recommend dance to future students. 
- Gayathri Venkatrama and Sara Jansz, Year 10 Dance
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CCCCurrent January 2018urrent January 2018urrent January 2018urrent January 2018    

SCHOOL SPORT VICTORIASCHOOL SPORT VICTORIASCHOOL SPORT VICTORIASCHOOL SPORT VICTORIA    
 

CODES OF CONDUCTCODES OF CONDUCTCODES OF CONDUCTCODES OF CONDUCT    
    

THE POLICYTHE POLICYTHE POLICYTHE POLICY    
SSV follows and enforces codes of conduct for all participants in SSV events whether they are 
students, teachers, coaches, sporting officials, parents, spectators or administrators. 
 

PLAYERS CODE OFPLAYERS CODE OFPLAYERS CODE OFPLAYERS CODE OF    CONDUCTCONDUCTCONDUCTCONDUCT    
a) Play for enjoyment. 
b) Play by the rules. 
c) Never argue with an official.  If you disagree, have your captain or coach approach the official during a 

break or after the game. 
d) Don’t be induced into ‘throwing’ a game for the benefit of another team or individual 
e) Control your temper.  Verbal abuse of officials or other players, deliberately fouling or provoking an 

opponent and throwing equipment is not acceptable or permitted in any sport. 
f) Work equally hard for yourself and your team. 
g) Treat all players as you would like to be treated.  Do not interfere with, bully, or take unfair advantage of 

another player. 
h) Co-operate with your coach, team-mates and opponents. 
i) Behave in a manner that respects the rights of others regardless of mediums of communication used eg 

digital mediums such as twitter, facebook, email and texts. 
 

TEACHERS CODE OFTEACHERS CODE OFTEACHERS CODE OFTEACHERS CODE OF    CONDUCTCONDUCTCONDUCTCONDUCT    
a) Be responsible for the behavior of the players under your duty of care both on and off the playing field 
b) Encourage students to develop basic skills in a variety of sports and discourage over-specialisation in one 

sport or in one playing position. 
c) Create opportunities to teach appropriate sports behaviour as well as basic skills. 
d) Ensure that both skill improvement and appropriate sports behaviour are rewarded by positive 

statements and reflected in extrinsic rewards if appropriate. 
e) Prepare students for inter-house and interschool competitions by first providing instruction in the basic 

sports skills. 
f) Ensure that adequate supervision is provided by qualified and competent coaches and appoint officials 

that capable of developing appropriate sports behaviour and skill technique. 
g) Model positive behaviour to students and parents. 
h) Maintain simple, plain, easily understood language. 

 

COACHES AND MANAGERSCOACHES AND MANAGERSCOACHES AND MANAGERSCOACHES AND MANAGERS    CODE OFCODE OFCODE OFCODE OF    CONDUCTCONDUCTCONDUCTCONDUCT    
a) Follow the expectations as set out by SSV at all times. 
b) Be responsible for behavior of the players under your duty of care both on and off the playing field 
c) Be reasonable in your demands on player's time, energy and enthusiasm. 
d) Avoid over-playing the talented players.  The "just-average" players need and deserve equal time. 
e) Ensure that equipment and facilities meet safety standards and are appropriate to the age and ability of 

the players. 
f) Develop team respect for the ability of the opponents as well as for the judgment of officials and 

opposing coaches. 
g) Accept decisions of all umpires or referees as being fair and called to the best of their ability. 
h) Do not criticise players in front of spectators but reserve constructive criticism in private or in the 

presence of the team. 
i) Do not criticise the opposing team or supporters by word or gesture. 
j) Set a good example in personal appearance. 
k) Emphasise that the winning of a game is the result of "team work". 
l) Make every sporting activity serve as a training ground for life and as a basis for good mental and 

physical health. 
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m) Place the welfare and development of the individual team, and of the child, above win and loss records. 
n) Maintain simple, plain, easily understood language. 

OFFICIALS, UMPIRES, REFEREES CODE OF OFFICIALS, UMPIRES, REFEREES CODE OF OFFICIALS, UMPIRES, REFEREES CODE OF OFFICIALS, UMPIRES, REFEREES CODE OF CONDUCTCONDUCTCONDUCTCONDUCT    
a) Be consistent, objective and courteous in the application of the rules and in calling all infractions. 
b) Modify rules and regulations to match the skill level of the competitors and their needs. 
c) Compliment both teams on their efforts. 
d) Condemn the deliberate foul as being unsporting and promote fair play and appropriate sports 

behaviour. 
e) Use common sense to ensure that the "spirit of the game" is not lost by overcalling violations. 
f) Publicly encourage rule changes, which will reinforce the principles of participation for fun and 

enjoyment. 
g) Actions speak louder than words.  Ensure that both on and off the field your behaviour in consistent with 

the principles of good sportsmanship. 
h) Make a personal commitment to keep yourself informed of sound officiating principles and the principles 

of growth and development of children. 

SPECTATORSSPECTATORSSPECTATORSSPECTATORS    CODE OF CODE OF CODE OF CODE OF CONDUCTCONDUCTCONDUCTCONDUCT    
a) Demonstrate appropriate social behavior by not using foul language, harassing players, coaches or 

officials 
b) Students play organised sport for enjoyment.  They are not playing for the entertainment of spectators 

only, nor are they miniature professionals. 
c) Don’t let your behavior detract from their enjoyment 
d) Applaud good performance and efforts by your team AND the opponents.  Congratulate both teams 

upon their performance regardless of the game's outcome. 
e) Respect the official’s decision.  If there is a disagreement, follow the appropriate procedure of the sport in 

order to question the decision and teach the children to do likewise. 
f) Never ridicule a player for making a mistake during a competition.  Positive comments are motivating. 
g) Condemn the use of violence in any form, be it by spectators, coaches, officials or players. 
h) Show respect for your team's opponents.  Without them there would be no game. 
i) Encourage players to play according to the rules and the officials' decisions. 
j) Behave in a manner that respects the rights of others regardless of mediums of communication used eg 

digital mediums such as twitter, facebook, email and texts. 

ADMINISTRATORSADMINISTRATORSADMINISTRATORSADMINISTRATORS    CODE OFCODE OFCODE OFCODE OF    CONDUCTCONDUCTCONDUCTCONDUCT    
a) Involve students in the planning, leadership, evaluation and decision making related to the activity. 
b) Ensure that equal opportunities for participation in sports are made available to all children, regardless of 

ability, size, shape, sex, age, disability or ethnic origin. 
c) Equipment and facilities must be safe and appropriate for the ability level of participating students. 
d) Rules, equipment, lengths of games and training schedules should take into consideration the age, ability 

and maturity of participating students. 
e) Remember that as students play for enjoyment. 
f) Avoid allowing sports programs to become primarily spectator entertainment.  Focus on the needs of the 

participants rather than the enjoyment of the spectators. 
g) Provide clinics aimed at improving the standards of coaching and officiating, with an emphasis on 

appropriate sports behaviour and skill technique. 
h) Ensure that parents, coaches, sponsors, administrators, officials, physicians and participants understand 

their responsibilities regarding fair play in sports ie Playing by the rules of the sport and that conduct is 
just and equitable. 

i) Distribute a code of conduct sheet to coaches, players, spectators, teachers and officials. 
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BREACHES OF THE CODES OF CONDUCTBREACHES OF THE CODES OF CONDUCTBREACHES OF THE CODES OF CONDUCTBREACHES OF THE CODES OF CONDUCT    
School Sport Victoria officers, event conveners, teachers, team coaches and managers may deal with any 
breaches of this code by (but not limited to): 

• Warning offenders about their conduct, asking offenders to leave and calling police to intervene where 
necessary 

• School Sport Victoria will be responsible for imposing any longer term consequences such as written 
warnings or barring attendance at future events for a period of time or indefinitely. 

    
THE THE THE THE RRRRAAAATIOTIOTIOTIONNNNAAAALELELELE 
School Sport Victoria (SSV) is responsible for the organization and administration of school sport for 
member schools at the Primary and Secondary level. SSV currently conducts Championships in a 
number of sports at both Primary and Secondary levels. 
 
The Department of Education and Training has a duty of care for all students. Through these 
Codes of Conduct, SSV must ensure that the experience for the students is an enjoyable, positive 
and educative experience free from fear and intimidation. 
 
The Codes of Conduct apply to all participants in SSV programs including players, teachers, 
officials, coaches, managers, parents and spectators. 
 

THE PROCESS FOR THE PROCESS FOR THE PROCESS FOR THE PROCESS FOR BREACHES OF THE CODE OF CONDUCT FOR BREACHES OF THE CODE OF CONDUCT FOR BREACHES OF THE CODE OF CONDUCT FOR BREACHES OF THE CODE OF CONDUCT FOR 
TEACHERS, COACHES AND MANAGERS (OFFICIALSTEACHERS, COACHES AND MANAGERS (OFFICIALSTEACHERS, COACHES AND MANAGERS (OFFICIALSTEACHERS, COACHES AND MANAGERS (OFFICIALS))))    

 
DisDisDisDisciplinary Pciplinary Pciplinary Pciplinary Processrocessrocessrocess    
If a breach of the code of conduct occurs, the following process will be followed: 

1. The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of SSV will notify the Official of the breach that has occurred. 
2. The Official will be given the opportunity to respond to the alleged breach in writing to the CEO within 

three days of this notification. 
3. A full investigation will occur within seven (7) days of receiving this notice of the alleged breach. 
4. Where a breach occurs, the SSV CEO may immediately intervene with a consequence. That is, if part of 

an SSV ‘TeamVic’ team, you may be sent home, or for a criminal offence, have the matter referred to 
the police. If at an SSV interschool competition, your Principal will be informed by the CEO and will be 
asked to implement staff management processes. In these cases a full written explanation of the 
reasons for this action will be provided to you within 48 hours of the action being taken. At all times 
your safety and welfare will be guaranteed.  

5. Where a breach of the code of conduct has occurred, the matter will be referred to the SSV Board.  
6. The CEO may convene a Tribunal Hearing with support from the SSV Board to further investigate the 

matter and to ensure all parties have an opportunity for natural justice. 
7. The SSV Board has the right to restrict the Official’s involvement in SSV activities for breaches of the 

code of conduct, if the series of facts gathered are viewed as being ‘most likely’ to have occurred. 
 
 
Tribunal PTribunal PTribunal PTribunal Processrocessrocessrocess    

1. The Tribunal shall consist of;  
Chair:   SSV President,  
Secretary:  SSV Chief Executive Officer  
Panel Member:  Principal from the Official’s school.  

Each member on the Tribunal can appoint an appropriate alternate if necessary. 
2.2.2.2. Prior to the Tribunal hearing, witness reports from all parties concerned will be collected. These 

documents will be made available to the Official prior to the hearing. The Official is not to make any The Official is not to make any The Official is not to make any The Official is not to make any 
contact with witnesses in regards to their reports.contact with witnesses in regards to their reports.contact with witnesses in regards to their reports.contact with witnesses in regards to their reports.    

3. The breach and information about the hearing shall be sent to the Official as well as that person’s 
Principal (if at a school). 

4. The Official may bring a Support Person* with them to the hearing.  
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5. Following the hearing the Tribunal shall allow the Official three working days to respond to the written 
report which will indicate the outcome and the penalty to be applied if deemed necessary. 

 
Procedure at HearingProcedure at HearingProcedure at HearingProcedure at Hearing    

1. The Tribunal will call the following; 
a. The reported Official 
b. The Official’s support person 
c. The Convener of the day (if necessary) 
d. Witnesses (if necessary) 

2. The Tribunal Chair will inform the Official of the breach of the Code of Conduct that is being investigated  
3. Witness reports will be tabled and referred to at the hearing. 
4. If the Official feels it’s necessary to call upon any of these witnesses during the hearing, then it is his/her 

responsibility to advise the Tribunal Chair before the commencement of the hearing. Similarly, if the 
Official intends challenging the validity of a report then it is his/her responsibility to also advise the Chair 
before the hearing commences. 

5. The Official and his/her support person, as well as the Convener are present at all times during the 
hearing 

6. The Convener is asked to deliver his/her version of the incident and is then questioned by the Tribunal. 
7. The Official then gives his/her evidence with the Convener present and may be questioned by the 

Tribunal 
8. After the Tribunal Chair is satisfied that all evidence from the Official and Convener has been collected, 

witness reports will be tabled. 
 
At this time, no fAt this time, no fAt this time, no fAt this time, no further evidence from the Conveneurther evidence from the Conveneurther evidence from the Conveneurther evidence from the Convener or Official will be accepted.r or Official will be accepted.r or Official will be accepted.r or Official will be accepted.    
9. After witness reports are tabled and reviewed by the Tribunal with clarifying questions being asked of the 

Tribunal to the Official, if necessary, witnesses may be called. 
10. After giving evidence and being questioned by the Tribunal, witnesses will be thanked and asked to leave 

without speaking to other witnesses. 
11. The Tribunal Chair will invite the Official to sum up the evidence and speak on their behalf.  
12. All parties will be asked to leave while the Tribunal determines a decision. 
13. The Tribunal shall provide a decision in writing within 3 working days of the Tribunal hearing which will 

indicate the outcome and the penalty to be applied if deemed necessary. 
14. The Official shall have three working days to respond to the written report.  

 

Appeals ProcessAppeals ProcessAppeals ProcessAppeals Process    
Appeal against penalty imposed by School Sport Victoria: 

1. Where a penalty has been imposed or confirmed by the SSV Board through a Tribunal hearing the 
Official has the right to appeal to the Appeals Board.  

2. This Appeals Board will consist of the Vice President of SSV, the CEO’s representative and one Principal 
class representative from the Board being the Region’s representative, none of whom were not on the 
original Tribunal.  

3. Where an appeal is lodged, the Appeals Board shall arrange a time to meet with the Official to discuss the 
matter within 14 days. 

4. At that meeting, the Official will be given an opportunity to indicate why he/she disagrees with the 
penalty. 

5. At the conclusion of the meeting the Official or school will be informed of when a decision will be made. 
6. That decision shall be communicated to the Official or school in writing, explaining what change (if any) 

has been made to the penalty. 
7. All documentation tabled at the original Tribunal hearing relating to the appeal will be used with NO 

additional documentation added. 
8. The documentation will remain strictly confidential 
9. The Official or school will be given an opportunity to call witnesses and have a support person* 
10. The decision of the Appeals Board is final. 

 
Full details of the procedures involved in an appeal to the Appeals Board will be provided to the Official on 
request. 
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*Role of support person during m*Role of support person during m*Role of support person during m*Role of support person during meetings eetings eetings eetings  

An official who is the subject of a breach of the SSV Code of Conduct has the right to have a support person 
present at a tribunal hearing. If the Official chooses not to have a support person the process shall still continue. 
It should be minuted that the Official declined to have a support person present.  

The role of the support person is to provide professional and moral support to the Official concerned. He or she 
also acts as a witness or observer to the process. The support person cannot act as a witness to the breach 
being investigated. 

A support person may be a friend, colleague, relative or union/association representative. It is not appropriate 
for meetings to be unreasonably delayed due to the unavailability of an employee’s support person. If this 
occurs, the employee should be advised to nominate another support person.  

If the support person is a professional advocate, this person should be advised that their role during the 
meeting is that of a support person and not an advocate. The representative may be used by the employee to 
provide legal or other advice to the employee, but this is a separate function from their role during the meeting.  

The support person may not disrupt the process, direct the process or otherwise interfere with the interview. If 
the support person has questions of substance (whether legal or procedural) that may interfere with the 
interview or disrupt the process, those questions should be raised at least three days prior to the interview or 
within 3 days of the interview.  

Subject to the note in italics below, if during a meeting, the support person wishes to comment or provide 
advice to the Official, the meeting should be adjourned. Should a support person attempt to intervene, direct 
the process or advocate on behalf of the employee, he or she should be warned that this contravenes the role 
of support person. If the support person persists, the support person may be asked to leave the meeting and 
the meeting may continue without them or be terminated and rescheduled.  

Note: In some meetings, the support person may have a valuable role in clarifying matters between the Tribunal 
Panel and the Official and the support person may speak to the Panel on behalf of the Official where the Chair of 
the Panel agrees. In such cases, the support person should not present arguments or opinion. 
 

IMPLIMPLIMPLIMPLEEEEMMMMENENENENTTTTAAAATIONTIONTIONTION 
1. This policy reflects current practice 
2. This policy is available on the SSV website 
3. All schools and all coordinators will be notified of any changes via the SSV website, Social Media 

and the SSV eBulletin 
 
ENENENENDDDDORSEORSEORSEORSEMMMMENTENTENTENT 
This policy was endorsed by the School Sport Victoria Board of Management on October 2017 
 
REREREREVVVVIIIIEEEEWWWW 
This policy is due for review annually. 
 


